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TO: Planning Commission & Kittitas County Community Development Services 
RE: 2012 Compliance Effort 
Date: October 22, 2012 
FROM: Roger B. Olsen 
  2130 Nelson Siding Road 
  Cle Elum, WA. 98922 
  (509) 674-3881 
 
I have more comments in addition to my October 1, 2012 notes. If you read my comments of October 1, 2012, 
you can skip the first 12 comments or review them. Changes were made to #1, #2, #7 and #12. Changes are 
bold and highlighted: 
 

1. Eliminate Rural Residential Recreational zoning. It is an attempt to create a type ii LAMIRD for 
residential development that is not allowed as a type ii LAMIRD. Any “recreational” area must be 
able to accommodate all activities at the height of use. Planning should be done considering “full” or 
near full occupancy during peak recreational times. There is no advantage to considering “part time” 
occupancy in rural areas. A new Rural Residential Recreational zone looks like an attempted “run 
around”. Allowing clustering in rural lands, even if called Rural Residential Recreational, at a 
density greater than 1 dwelling unit per 5 acres is a run around. 

2. I can see clustering being advantageous as long as the underlying density is in place and in no 
case would a minimum average of 1 dwelling unit per 5 acres be allowed to be exceeded. An 
example would be clustering in the Forest and Range lands where the houses are clustered, fences 
are not allowed and wildlife can then use the open spaces to migrate. Clustering, in this case would 
be allowed or even encouraged in order to maintain migration routes for animals. I am afraid, 
however, that so many small lots have been created in some areas that this wouldn’t be possible 
unless some kind of TDR program could be devised. 

3. PUDs are not appropriate for rural areas and shouldn’t even be allowed in rural areas. Certainly at 
this point, and for the purpose of GMA compliance, PUDs should be deleted. If, in the future, there 
is a need and it can be shown to be beneficial, it can be considered. 

4. The Comp Plan and regulations need certain sunsets on all planned or in process cluster 
developments and PUDs. Five years should be more than enough time to complete any project that 
is worthy and needed. The practice of “grandfathering” speculative practices should not be allowed. 
It looks to me there might be some good language in the proposals for limitations on PUDs. The 
goal should be to limit and contain the damage already done and prevent it from happening in the 
future. 

5. How many nonconforming lots are there Kittitas County and how is Kittitas County going to reduce 
sprawl and prevent areas where he built environment would predominate? I am sure the Growth 
Board wants to see a “plan” for reducing sprawl and limiting or otherwise controlling rural 
development. The large number of non-conforming lots is a reality that was created in the past and 
has to be dealt with today and in the future. 

6. The current number of small lots encourage sprawl. We need a policy that will counter it. Perhaps 
we can encourage “aggregating” small lots less than 5 acres via a TDR system where a developer 
can, in some areas, create 5-acre parcels if they purchase the development rights to lots smaller 
than 5 acres. OR the county might implement the water right purchasing plan that has been 
proposed. Then the county could offer those who aggregate their lots into conforming lots the same 
water right rates that existing exempt well owners would enjoy. The goal is to reduce sprawl through 
incentives. No new 5-acre rezones without ether a TDR or aggregation. For every 5 acre 
aggregation, they would get that 5-acre parcel plus one new 5-acre parcel via subdivision. That 
might mean all the Ag-5 and Rural 5 in the area would have to become 20-acre zoning with 
targeted areas available for 5-acre subdivision with a TDR. 

7. We need some acreage figures to determine current capacity of major areas and how we can 
change policy to meet population goals and preservation of rural character goals. Planning needs to 
provide to us, the public and the hearings board, a table of rural lands only, as depicted on the land 
use and zoning maps. The table would show us existing zoning acreages and to the proposed 
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zoning acreages. We also need another table showing the “build out” potential of existing zoning 
with and without clusters and PUDs and we need “build out figures” for proposed zoning with and 
without clusters and PUDS. When talking about rural lands we should only be talking about rural 
lands. 

8. If the county has not been meeting their population allocation goals, then maybe they are 
encouraging too much growth in the rural areas. The Comprehensive plans needs to not only state 
goals for urban and rural growth, the plan needs to implement remedies when rural growth exceeds 
projections. Such a policy in the comp plan would go a long way toward meeting the GMA goals of 
measuring rural development and containing or otherwise controlling rural development. 

9. Air quality suffers in the winter. A couple of rural areas can be as bad as any urban areas. The 
Salmon La Soc area and Nelson Siding area come to mind. Both areas have high density 
developments. I would suggest that all new construction not allow wood, coal, etc. burning devices. 

10. One of the GPOs should adopt the GMA definition of rural character as a goal and policy or the 
GMA definition should be stated in Chapter 17.08, Definitions, and referred to in Chapter 8 section 
8.1.2. If GMA goals and policies are stated as GPOs, they can easily be referred to in the comp 
plan and you then have an opportunity to show how they comply with the GMA. If you choose to 
include the GMA definition of rural character in 17.08, then anytime you refer to rural character, it 
can be found under that definition. 

11. I am not convinced that a lot of Ag-20 land is not in fact or could be designated as Commercial Ag. 
If any land in Kittitas County qualifies as Commercial Ag, it should be designated as such. 

12. Nelson Siding has too little forest and range. All land sections adjacent to public and commercial 
forests lands should be Forest and Range 20. There should be no R-Rec (Rural Recreation) Land 
Use and no Rural 10 zoning on Nelson Siding. 

13. Developers have been pushing the notion that 2nd homes in Kittitas County are a good idea, 
economically. Local and county government has bought into this notion and is counting on 
residential development to save them. In the upper county 2nd recreational homes is their perceived 
ticket. I know that insurance companies don’t like unoccupied homes. They attract crime and are 
more subject to damage because the owners are not there to take care of any fire, potential crime 
or whatever that might happen. So, it could be argued that 2nd homes require more county services. 

14. I noticed that there were several “land companies” all submitting the same document. They are 
Central Cascades, Easton Ridge, Newport Hills, R & R Heights Land Companies. I shall refer to 
them as “LC” for simplicity. 

15. Of particular note in the LC’s comments was the objection to the process of having to have a water 
right before getting a building permit. The claim was that the seller of water wouldn’t go for it or 
could sell the water out from under the buyer. I would suggest that if those selling water were good 
businessmen and someone came in wanting to purchase a water right for a new home “contingent” 
upon getting a building permit, that that businessman, again if they were a good businessman, 
would not be able to get his hands on a pen fast enough to sign that contract. The seller would be 
obligated to sell the buy water if the buyer got a building permit. If water banks in the state are 
operating the way Mr. Ozbolt says, then they need to change their business practices. Currently the 
have a virtual monopoly. In a case like this the government needs to step in and purchase water 
rights for current and future rural users. If the private sector can’t get the job done in a reasonable 
manner and at a fair price, then they need to be “fired” and the government should step in and get 
the job done or at least provide a fair option. 

16. The LC comments are concerned existing PUDs should vest to the codes they were submitted 
under. I disagree. They should be built to current codes and regulations. We can’t have multiple 
“mistakes” hanging out there forever. As I said before they shouldn’t even be allowed in rural areas. 
If the PUD proposals were serious proposals at the time of submission and not just act of 
“speculation”, then the time frame proposed is more than adequate to complete. 

17. In the staff report dated 10/23/2012 Issue #1 was that Ag-3 and Rural 3 zoning “are urban in the 
Rural Element”. It follows that a new zoning of R-Rec that allows clusters at a density of 1 du/ 2.5 
acres is also “urban in the Rural Area” and should not be allowed let alone proposed. 

18. It also follows that PUDs in the Rural Element are also “urban in the Rural Element”. I see PUDs 
survived the public input process. PUDs are allowed in RR (Rural Residential) and R-Rec zones. 
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Both have an underlying density of 1du/5 acres. Under the PUD zoning in the allowed areas there 
can be, for example, 4 homes on 20 acres, 8 homes on 40 acres, 16 homes on 80 acres etc. There 
is no limit as to the size of the project. There could be 300 home on 1500 acres. The “open spaced” 
could be a mountain top or a swamp. Homes could be built on one small portion of the total acreage 
creating urban development at the foot of a mountain. 

19. PUD provisions even allow clubhouses, fraternities, lodges, commercial recreational facilities, 
recreational vehicle storage, multi-family dwellings, athletic clubs, fitness centers, swimming pools, 
etc. This provision effectively allows a MPR (Master Planned Resort) or new city without the 
responsibilities of a MPR or municipality. PUDs in the Rural Element have no provisions to protect 
rural character and a project under the PUD code is effectively permitted to be “urban in the Rural 
Area”. Just look at 17.36.010 (b.) “To encourage more economical and efficient use of land, streets, 
and public services”. That is what cities and towns are for, not rural areas. Under Section 17.36.040 
1. (h.) it says there must be a “storm drainage plan” for the project. Rural areas should not need 
storm drainage systems. If you need a storm drainage system for your project, it is not rural 
development. 

20. Roslyn Ridge is an example of a rural PUD that should have been allowed. The built environment 
dominates the natural environment. The land is so heavily covered by the built environment that it 
needs a storm drainage system. This type of development should be happening in cities or MPRs. 

21. The only other issue I have with 3-acre zoning is that it is allowed in the urban land use designation 
as are other small lots. That is primarily a city issue but it could cost all residents more than it 
should to convert UGA (Urban Growth Area) lands into urban lands. For example, it is much easier 
to convert 120 acres of 20-acre land into urban use than it is to convert 120 acres of 3-acre land 
into urban use. At full capacity, 120 acres of 20-acre land would have 6 homes, 6 septic systems 
and 6 wells to deal with. At full capacity, 120 acres of 3-acre zoning could have 40 homes, 40 septic 
systems and 40 wells to deal with. The latter is far more expensive to convert than the former. 
When cities and counties don’t make good land use decisions and it costs them more than it should 
to grow, cities turn to counties for financial help, and both cities and counties turn to state and 
federal governments for help. In worse case scenarios, local government go broke which is 
becoming ever increasingly common because of bad planning at a multitude of levels. 

22. Issue #6 and #14 in the staff report concerns that lack of a LCA (Land Capacity Analysis) for the 
City of Kittitas’s UGA. I see there is one now but I would be suspect. I skimmed through it and it 
looks like it is meant to intimidate and muddy the waters with content. It worked for me. Too much 
for me to go through. When I look at the map, the existing city, and the proposed UGA, the 
proposed UGA looks far too big for such a small city. 

23. Issue #10 deals with cluster plats and PUDs. I’ve covered PUDs, PBCP (Performance Based 
Cluster Plats) have been deleted. I said in #2 of my comments that cluster plat density should not 
exceed 1 du/5 acres. I also said in #17 of my comments that the R-Rec Zone allows densities less 
than that. It allows 1 du/ 2.5 acres. That is a higher density than the concern raised in issue #1 
where 3-acre zoning is urban in the Rural Element. It follows that the County still has not properly 
addressed cluster plats in the rural area. Cluster platting at 1du/2.5 acres is urban in the Rural 
Element. 

24. At one of the public open houses I asked staff what other counties allowed PUDs in rural areas. I 
was told Spokane county and Walla Walla county. I did look up Walla Walla county’s rural section of 
their comp plan and in the beginning under applicable county-wide planning policies 6.1.2.10.1 it did 
say “The use of innovative land use techniques that may include planned unit developments, 
transfer of development rights, cluster development, density bonuses, etc., should be given priority 
in rural areas to both lessen the impacts upon the environment and traditional agricultural / forestry 
uses and to more economically provide services.” But it was not mentioned anywhere else in the 
rural section. I also looked up their code and here is what I found: 

 
19.26.011 Applicability. 
A. A planned unit development (P.U.D.) may be located in the following zones: 
1. Multifamily Residential (RM), Single-Family Residential (R-60), Single-Family Residential (R-72) and 
SingleFamily Residential (R-96). 
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2. Central Commercial (CC) and Highway Commercial (CH). 
 

It doesn’t look to me that PUDs are allowed in the rural area of Walla County. I also looked up Spokane 
county’s rural chapter and no mention of PUDs being allowed there either. 
 
25. In the cluster plat chapter it looks like open space could be comprised of critical areas, easements, 

rights of way and other unbuildable lands. We should make sure the “open space” is buildable land 
and not critical areas, easements, rights of way or otherwise unbuildable. That way clustering is 
“market driven” by economics and/or a preference for “community” living and not by the economics 
of increased density or taking advantage of unbuildable lands.  

26. I also noticed in the cluster plat chapter 16.09.040.2(B) it says “The proposed cluster is not within 
one thousand on hundred ninety (1,190) to one thousand four hundred fifty (1,450) feet 
(approximately ¼ mile) of any other cluster…” As written a cluster could be closer than 1,190 feet or 
farther away than 1,450 feet. I don’t understand the need for the 1,190-1,450 statement. 

27. The staff report has a chart explaining the state’s view of rural character as “Open space, natural 
landscape, & vegetation predominating over built environment”. The County defines rural character 
as “Upper County -Predominant view consisting of open spaces, mountains, and forests with 
scattered residential uses.” And “Lower County –Predominant view consisting of agricultural lands”. 
The County does not include the importance of natural environment versus “built” environment and 
focuses instead upon the “view” as if a huge mountain range consisting of Commercial Forest land 
in view of and behind a development like Sky Meadows justifies the development or the ridge 
behind the Roslyn Ridge PUD justifies it. Just because something exists in the rural area does not 
mean it conforms to or is compatible with rural character. If the built environment predominates over 
the natural environment, rural character is not being preserved. 

28. This is a good time to review some GMA rural lands language. 
 
RCW 36.70A.020 Planning goals.  
The following goals are adopted to guide the development and adoption of comprehensive plans and 
development regulations of those counties and cities that are required or choose to plan under 
RCW 36.70A.040. The following goals are not listed in order of priority and shall be used exclusively for the 
purpose of guiding the development of comprehensive plans and development regulations: 
(1) Urban growth. Encourage development in urban areas where adequate public facilities and services exist 
or can be provided in an efficient manner. 
(2) Reduce sprawl. Reduce the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into sprawling, low-density 
development. 
 
From RCW 36.70A.070 5(c): 
c) Measures governing rural development. The rural element shall include measures that apply to rural 
development and protect the rural character of the area, as established by the county, by: 
(i) Containing or otherwise controlling rural development; 
(ii) Assuring visual compatibility of rural development with the surrounding rural area; 
(iii) Reducing the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into sprawling, low-density development in the 
rural area; 
(iv) Protecting critical areas, as provided in RCW 36.70A.060, and surface water and groundwater resources; 
and 
(v) Protecting against conflicts with the use of agricultural, forest, and mineral resource lands designated under 
RCW 36.70A.170. 
 
 

29. In view of GMA planning goals and measures governing rural development, PUDs in rural areas are 
not compliant and clusters with a density of 1 du/2.5 acres are not GMA compliant. 

30. I found a number of the zoning maps to be a problem. Because we don’t have a land capacity 
analysis for Rural Areas, the best we can do is look at the maps and see that zoning properly 
protects and buffers Resource Lands and that rural lands don’t encourage or allow development 

http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70A.040
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70A.060
http://apps.leg.wa.gov/rcw/default.aspx?cite=36.70A.170
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that is not compatible with the GMA. Kittitas County is overwhelmingly Commercial Forest and to a 
lesser degree Agriculture and Commercial Agriculture. 

31. Index boxes #1 & #2- I don’t see a need for R-Rec zoning. This could easily be FR and any existing 
uses would be non-conforming. 

32. Index box #5 has way too much Rural 5 and not enough buffering of Commercial Forest. Much of 
the R-5 should be Forest and Range. 

33. Index boxes #6, #7 and #8 have R-Rec right up against Commercial Forest. R-Rec should be 
eliminated from this area and from the code entirely. At the outside it should be R-5 and where 
possible it should be Forest and Range as a Commercial Forest buffer. 

34. Index boxes #9, #10, and #11 are exactly what I was talking about when I said 3-acre zoning in 
UGA areas makes no sense and it is very bad planning. What does Cle Elum plan to do? Do they 
plan to allow the UGA area to develop into a bunch of 3-acre parcels and furnish water, sewer and 
roads? Cle Elum barely has enough water to supply the existing city with water at build out. In index 
box #9 the city of Cle Elum goes from the city limits to Forest and Range to Rural 3 then to that little 
area of Industrial zoning???? 

35. Index box #13 should have no R-Rec. It and everything else south of the KRD canal should be 
Forest and Range. That includes the R-Rec area, the area north of Misty Mountain Way and 
Whitetail Lane. 

36. Index Box #14 should have more Forest and Range buffering between the Commercial Forest and 
Rural 5 zones. All this development way off the main roadways will cost us. I heard recently that 
people are being denied homeowners insurance in some areas of Kittitas County because of the 
fires. I live in the Nelson Siding area. I didn’t think about it at the time but about a week after the 
Taylor Bridge fire started, my insurance agent from Marysville, Washington called to find out if I was 
affected. He said he was “worried about me”. Well, I think he was worried about a potential claim by 
me and a payout by the insurance company. He may have been directed by the insurance 
companies to “poll” their customers. What we do with our land use policies and how well we protect 
the health, safety and welfare of our citizens determines how much we are going to pay for our 
polices. Look at index box #14 in the southwest corner near Quad Drive. It is right up against 
Commercial Forest, it is zoned R-5 and is sliced and diced into small lots and it is a very long 
distance from services. This is very bad planning. Much more of that area south of the KRD canal 
between the canal and Commercial forest should be Forest and Range. 

In summary, the County has made progress but the goal is GMA compliance. There is still more to do. 













































































From: J B
To: compplan
Subject: comments on proposed revisions to Comp Plan
Date: Tuesday, October 23, 2012 5:13:00 PM

Hello Mr. Hansen:

I have an initial comment to the proposed revisions to the Comprehensive Plan
which I would like included in the Public Record.  I may have more comments later,
but I wanted to send you this one to be included as part of the input near the time
of the Oct. 23 public hearing.

I strongly support extension to the entire county of the "adequate water" language
as proposed by the Planning Staff regarding the necessity of developers to provide
documentation of senior water rights or a satisfactory "trade" or purchase for a
water right.  I support conditioning additional "exempt" wells to the same
requirement of documented water rights or proof that the cumulative extraction of
groundwater will not adversely affect the aquifer or base flow of the Yakima basin
tributaries and mainstem.

Thank you for your effort in this issue to bring Kittitas County into compliance with
the GMA.

Janet Burcham

mailto:jbur206@yahoo.com
mailto:compplan@co.kittitas.wa.us












































































From: Debby
To: Doc Hansen
Subject: comment on the water right issue
Date: Monday, November 05, 2012 12:23:24 PM

I am submitting my thoughts and suggestions on the water rights issue:

I own, with my husband, 3 parcels in a short plat that was developed in the 90's 
with irrigation water rights from KRD.  Two of these parcels have wells that pump 
over 70 gallons per minute. The 13 acre piece of land has a home and a large 
outbuilding and 11 acres of irrigation assigned.  The 5 acre piece has a home and 4 
outbuildings and 4 acres of irrigation rights.  The 3.83 acres is undeveloped and has 
4 acres of irrigation rights.  We grow some hay for our horses and sell the balance 
of what we do not use on the 13 acre and 3.83 acre pieces so use our irrigation but 
I am pretty sure that we do not use all of the irrigation assigned to our properties.  

We are in the process of starting to develop the 3.83 acre piece sharing an existing 
well with the 5 acre property.  I am hoping to get this in place before there is a 
moratorium placed on wells as this property was purchased with the idea that we 
would downsize and spend the rest of our years on this piece of property.

All three of these parcels have senior water rights and more irrigation water than 
seems necessary to me.  I am not complaining about this, just wanted to bring to 
your attention  as I wonder how many more parcels are in the same situation.  We 
also have a neighbor, who is not a farmer by vocation but does grow hay on his 
place for his personal horses.  He irrigates every day  from the time the ditches are 
filled and turns it off when the water is shut off in October.  Seems wasteful and 
unnecessary.
.  
I would like to suggest that before a moratorium is set in place that the issue of 
more water rights than necessary for each parcel of land is looked into to see if 
there is more water available by adjusting water rights to actually meet the needs of 
that piece of property.  Also the idea of a possibility to allocate some of the irrigation 
water use that a piece of property all ready has in place and transfer this to a well 
on that property at the time a structure is built.  

There are wet spots on our property from leakage of the ditch line.  Is this issue 
being considered?  Are the wells really the issue here and going to solve the 
problem?

In my opinion, placing a moratorium on all new wells at this time will place a 
negative economic impact on this community along with a demoralizing effect on the 
local citizens.  We are retired folks ages 68 and 70 but healthy and active in life.  I 
find this very stressful to have our retirement plan affected once again after taking 
the financial hit in 2008 and the real estate adjustment on our properties. 

Debby Willem
509-899-0733 

mailto:debby.j.willem@gmail.com
mailto:doc.hansen@co.kittitas.wa.us
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